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E-Government Developments

How to Use ICTs to Provide Better Services
to Citizens: Brazil’s e-Procurement

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and De-
velopment’s (OECD) within its 30 member countries
as well as globally, is promoting new forms of public
management, new approaches to service delivery and
new technologies changing how the public sector op-
erates. Important dimension are preserving the trust of
citizens in government while also devolving the pub-
lic sector, ensuring conformity with government objec-
tives, controlling expenditures, and monitoring perfor-
mance. OECD has organized global for a to provide
opportunities for participating countries so share their
reform experiences in government modernization and
policies aimed at increasing public sector efficiencies.
The most recent Global Forum on Governance was held
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in October 2007.

One forum session focused on improving citizen-
government interface. It was stressed that “the great
degree of interactivity offered by new ICT has the po-
tential to expand the scope, depth, and quality of gov-
ernment interactions with citizens and other key stake-
holders. ICTs can ease the life of citizens by allowing
personalized access to information or services online
on 24/7 through dedicated portals. ICT can also offer
a number of tools to governments to include citizens’
views and suggestions on policy issues, including for
example, government online discussion forums. At the
same time, such new online tools pose significant chal-
lenges to governments in terms of their technical, po-
litical and institutional implications. One of the chal-
lenges is ensuring wide access to these new tools for
all citizens. Another challenge is to ensure that the
results of online consultation procedures feed into the
decision-making process.”

This forum featured presentation on how to use ICTs
to provide better services to citizens. The following are
excerpts from a paper describing Brazil’s experience
with e-Procurement.

Electronic Procurement Allows for Inspection by
Society

By Rogério Santanna, Secretary of Logistics and
Information Technology, Ministry of Planning, Budget
and Management, Brazil

The Brazilian Federal Government’s experience with
electronic government reveals the extraordinary poten-
tial of ICTs, mainly based on the Internet, in con-
tributing towards establishing a better relationship be-
tween the government and society. Initiatives in this
area allow citizens to more easily act as agents and co-
participants in political decision-making, and demand
that the government conduct this process with greater
transparency and reciprocity. As well as implement-
ing electronic services that facilitate the lives of citi-
zens and reduce the Custo-Brasil (Cost-of-Brazil), ex-
panding the level of communication between the gov-
ernment and the different social segments has also be-
come important in government procurement processes.
They are an essential tool for implementing most of the
policies that directly serve the population, such as the
purchase of medicine, school textbooks, construction
of bridges, public hospitals and schools, just to name a
few examples.

In Brazil, procurement occurs through public bid-
ding processes (auctions) held by the government for
purchasing materials or hiring services. These bid-
ding processes allow any legally-constituted compa-
ny to enter the process for selecting the company that
will provide services or materials to the government.
Public auctions are the Federal Government’s prima-
ry means of procurement, and can be either electronic
or in-person. The electronic auction is a type of bid-
ding process conducted over the Internet as a reverse-
auction; the winner is the entity offering the lowest
price. The in-person auction, though managed by an
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electronic system, requires the physical presence of
representatives from companies interested in supplying
to the government during the whole auction process. It
is worth noting that the electronic auction is efficient
in competitive markets, that is, non-oligopolies, and
is geared towards procuring common goods and ser-
vices – those whose specifications are widely-known in
the market, such as fuels, school textbooks, computers,
and office supplies. The Federal Government’s catalog
contains about 50,000 material items and 2.500 service
items. The massive use of electronic purchases, espe-
cially electronic auctions, in the procurement of goods
and services by the Federal Public Administration has
been a very successful initiative in Brazil. This type
of purchasing represents a substantial evolution in pub-
lic contracting because it entails considerable gains in
economy, transparency, competitiveness, and control
of the process as a whole. It also provides equal op-
portunity for applying to government contracts, espe-
cially in the case of smaller companies. Simpler proce-
dures and widespread notification and promotion have
increased participation by companies in this segment
of public bidding processes. The use of electronic auc-
tions has shown that a reduction in the price of goods
and services procured by the Government does not de-
pend on suppliers’ size and capability, but on a greater
number of auction participants. The electronic auc-
tion is the most democratic modality, since one of its
greatest advantages is reducing costs for participating
companies. Since all procedures are conducted over
the Internet, the company does not need to send its em-
ployees, which would have to be done in conventional
modalities whose processes are still paper-based. This
increases competitiveness and strengthens the social
aspect of the government’s purchasing power as a tool
for local and regional development.

As well as making access to public auctions more
democratic, the electronic auction also represents sav-
ings for the government. An increase in competitive-
ness results in an average of 20% to 30% decrease in
the price of goods and services procured by the Fed-
eral Government. It also reduces administrative costs,
since the process occurs entirely over the Internet and
the only documentation that needs to be verified is the
documentation from the auction winner. If the docu-
mentation does not fulfill the administration’s require-
ments, the second-place winner’s documentation will
be analyzed, and so on. Due to the simpler nature of
these procedures, the electronic auction is the Federal
Government’s most agile type of bidding process – it
takes an average of 17 days, from the moment when the

purchase is made official at a given institution’s pro-
curement department to the moment when the contract
is signed. Other modalities may take up to 120 days,
and in these cases the documentation from all partici-
pants must be verified before they can participate in the
public auction.

One of the main benefits to society, aside from cost
reduction and greater agility, is the dematerialization of
all these processes, rendering the procurement process
much faster and transparent. All of the stages of the
bidding process in this modality are made available to
citizens and can be monitored in real time and accessed
through “Free Access” at the www.comprasnet.gov.br
website. This is the Brazilian Federal Government’s
procurement portal, where one can monitor ongoing
auctions, closed and scheduled auctions, as well as pro-
cedures pertaining to electronic auctions, bids placed,
winning bids, auction notices, rules, downloads, among
others. Electronic purchases, therefore, help fight cor-
ruption in the sense that all the data is made available
digitally. As such, the fact that this data can be mon-
itored and tracked much more easily brings numerous
benefits in terms of transparency and auditing, as well
as solutions to different distortions and problems.

Aware of the importance of the electronic auction,
the Brazilian government has concentrated its efforts
in disseminating and consolidating electronic auctions
in the Federal Administration. This modality was in-
stituted by the Brazilian Federal Government in 2000,
but its use was optional until 2005, when Presidential
Decree number 5540 made it mandatory in the procure-
ment of goods and services by the Federal Government.
That same year also saw the publication of Presidential
Decree number 5504, making this modality mandato-
ry, preferably in its electronic format, for states, mu-
nicipalities, and nongovernmental organizations mak-
ing use of public resources voluntarily allocated by the
Federal Government3. As well as the efforts involved
in ensuring adherence to the legislation, we also high-
light the efforts involved in properly training public
servants in the use of this electronic tool. In order to
promote the use of the electronic auctions within gov-
ernment institutions across all Brazilian states, we have
implemented a corporate education program conduct-
ed through videoconferencing and broadcast simulta-
neously to several capitals, providing training for mul-
tiple civil servants at a much lower cost when compared
to in-person auctions. This includes over 6000 civil
servants involved with hiring having received training
in electronic auctions since 2005, through regular and
virtual courses. In June, 2007, virtual training in elec-
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tronic auctions was given to civil servants in all three
levels of government who work with procurement, at
the Comprasnet Virtual School.

All of these measures have led to the consolidation
of electronic auctions as the modality most used for
procurement in 2006 by the Federal Government, re-
sulting in savings of R$ 1.8 billion – about 14% of the
bid value. In 2006, the equivalent of Real (R$) 11.1
billion was procured through electronic auctions – 57%
of all goods and services acquired. In 2002, electronic
auctions accounted for only 0.8% of all procurement
expenditures. The number increased to 3.8% in 2003,
5.8% in 2004 and 20.8% in 2005. The electronic auc-
tion was also the system preferred by micro- and small-
sized businesses when offering goods and services to
the Federal Government in 2006. Out of the R$ 2.2
billion spent in this segment, R$ 822 million was spent
through this modality. There has been a substantial
increase in use of the electronic auction by micro- and
small-sized businesses, going from R$ 464.4 million in
2005 to the above mentioned, R$ 822 million in 2006.
In 2004, the figure was R$ 108.4 million.

Transfer of resources from the Federal Government
to another government level, as financial assistance, co-
operation, or help, which is not a result of a constitu-
tional or legal requirement, or destined to the Unitary
Health System (SUS).

According to these results, the cumulative growth of
electronic auctions in 2006, when compared to 2002,
was 17.92%. As for the total number of procure-
ment processes, 27,682 electronic auctions were held –
64.9% of all auctions. In total, the Federal Govern-
ment has procured R$ 19.5 billion in common goods
and services in 2006, which includes auctions as well
as other, less-frequent modalities. The most recent bal-
ance of Federal Government purchases shows that the
use of this modality has increased even more in 2007.
Between January and May of 2007, electronic auctions
accounted for R$ 3.4 billion spent in procurement –
67.5% of all procured goods and services. This per-
centage represents a 10% growth compared to the pre-
vious year. Once again, the electronic auction resulted
in a cost reduction for the government – R$ 477.4 mil-
lion were saved in 2007, about 12% of the total. All in
all, about R$ 5 billion were invested in the procurement
of public goods and services during that period.

Comprasnet

Comprasnet was a world pioneer, and the only sys-
tem in Brazil acknowledged by the World Bank and

by the Inter-American Development Bank as a secure
system that can be used for procurement with resources
from both of these financial institutions. According
to a 2006 World Bank study in electronic procure-
ment, Comprasnet achieved the maximum efficiency
standards in indicators for evaluating transparency, in
divulging the auctions as well as their results, and in
using competitive bidding methods.

The study, which analyzed electronic auctions held
in 2005 and in the first three months of 2006, also
showed that the percentage of annulled Federal Gov-
ernment electronic auctions is only 0.89%, well under
the 5% threshold stipulated by the analysis. This shows
that the task of compiling the rules and regulations for
these auctions has been efficiently performed by federal
servants working in public procurement, since auction
cancellations are usually due to technical flaws in the
rules and regulations.

The study coordinator,Alexandre Borges de Oliveira,
considers the Brazilian electronic auction to be a ref-
erence for the procurement of standardized goods and
services by the public administration. In his opinion,
“Comprasnet’s statistics show a significant reduction in
the time necessary for concluding the auctions, while at
the same time obtaining a high level of competitiveness
in the realm of government contracts”. Oliveira also
states that the system can produce managerial data and
information to be used in strategic decision-making and
planning of future purchases. As a result of Compras-
net’s performance, other countries are signing cooper-
ation agreements with Brazil to start using Compras-
net. Such is the case of Peru, which last year modified
the source code of the Brazilian Electronic Auction so
that it could be used in the country. The objective was
to adapt the Peruvian government’s procurement sys-
tem to the recommendations made by the World Bank
in order to ensure greater transparency and managerial
capacity in government acquisitions. In 2001, a del-
egation from Peru visited several different electronic
procurement systems in Brazil, and Comprasnet was
chosen for being most suitable to the country’s needs.
To stimulate other government levels to increase trans-
parency and the overall quality of Brazilian public ser-
vices, the Federal Government made Comprasnet also
available to states and municipalities and facilitated the
application process for all interested parties. Current-
ly, over 340 municipal and state institutions, as well
as Indirect Federal Administration institutions such as
government-owned public companies, use the system
for electronic procurement. Important cities and states
like São Paulo are using Comprasnet for their electron-
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ic auctions. This system is mandatory only for Di-
rect Federal Administration institutions composed of
the President’s Office, ministries, and agencies and in-
stitutions linked to ministries.

Greater transparency

It is the intention of the Brazilian government to ex-
tend the use of electronic tools in public auctions held
on the state and municipal levels. In order to inte-
grate procedures with new information technologies, in
January of this year the government sent to National
Congress a proposal for modifying the General Auction
Law so as to modernize legislation created in 19934,
back when all processes were still paper-based. One of
these changes is the possibility of conducting all hiring
processes electronically, since nowadays only the actu-
al auction can occur over the Internet, as well as making
the auction mandatory for states and municipalities as
well. These and other modifications for making public
procurement more agile, efficient and visible are await-
ing evaluation by the Federal Senate and are part of
the initiatives of the Economic Acceleration Program
(PAC)5, implemented by President Luiz Inácio Lula da
Silva in January 2007.

With these changes, the volume of purchases con-
ducted electronically should increase even more in the
country, improving the level of transparency of a sector
which, in the Federal Government alone, spent almost
R$ 20 billion in common goods and services in 2006.
Out of that total, R$ 11 billion refer to electronic pur-
chases whose data is being audited and which has been
made available to federal auditing agencies. Paper-
based processes may lead to administrative favoring
and fraud, since they must go through several different
people from the beginning of the process to the mo-
ment when the winners are divulged. However, when
procurement is done electronically, the government is
better able to parse databases to find non-explicit busi-
ness rules, locate cartels, unlawful consortiums or even
common price-setting.

Law 8.666 of June 21, 1993, available at http://www.
comprasnet.gov.br/legislacao/leis/lei8666.pdf.

PAC’s goal is to increase the level of investment in
the Brazilian economy, leading to the country’s sus-
tainable growth. PAC’s initiatives and goals are orga-
nized as part of a comprehensive set of infrastructure
investments, as well as incentive for and facilitation of
private investments. It also includes better spending
of public resources by containing current expenditure

growth and perfecting public management, in regards
to both the fiscal budget and welfare and Social Security
budgets.

Therefore, magnetic storage allows for different
types of information to be tracked down and for great
volumes of information to be cross-analyzed in order
for distortions to be found. This is essential because the
government is investigated by society, as per the Partic-
ipative Budget6 experience implemented by the Work-
ers’ Party in the city of Porto Alegre, capital of the state
of Rio Grande do Sul in the south of the country – social
entities and segments may follow up on different con-
struction projects as well as resource transfers to states
and municipalities. The Internet contains information
on all related administrative matters, such as amounts
transferred, receiving institutions, and periods.

The Participative Budget was first created in 1989
in Porto Alegre, capital of the state of Rio Grande do
Sul, and consists of a process through which the popu-
lation can directly decide how resources will be used in
terms of construction and services to be executed by the
municipal administration. It begins with preparatory
meetings, which is when City Hall reports the finances
of the previous year and presents its Investments and
Services Plan for the following year. SUS was created
by the 1988 Federal Constitution so as to remedy the
inequality that permeated the health assistance being
given to the population at the time. It made the system
accessible to any citizen, completely free of charge.
The following are part of the Unitary Health System:
health units and centers, public hospitals – including
teaching hospitals – laboratories, hemo-centers (blood
banks), as well as research institutions and foundations.

In order to facilitate monitoring, every ministry has a
section in their web portal entitled Public Transparen-
cy Page, containing information on the financial exe-
cution of programs headed by each institution and de-
partment, such as expenses pertaining to purchases or
procurement of goods and services. The Transparen-
cy Portal (www.portaldatransparencia.gov.br) has in-
formation on the use of public federal money by the
government, as well as information on public federal
resources transferred to states, municipalities, and the
Federal District.

Moreover, we are also prioritizing the creation of
procurement-specific portals to be used as an important
managerial tool by public servants working in this area,
as well as for investigation by society. A few examples
are the Medicine Portal and the Information Technolo-
gy Portal (TIC), whose links are also included in Com-
prasnet. The former has information on medication and
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hospital materials procured through resources from the
Unitary Health System (SUS) and can be accessed by
institutions on the federal, state, and municipal levels,
as well as suppliers, and society as a whole. The lat-
ter contains specific legislation for acquiring informa-
tion technology, as well as regulations for surveillance
agencies, best practices and specifications for standard-
izing goods and services procurement in this area. In
this portal, users can find, for example, reference spec-
ifications for microcomputers, in their basic, standard,
and advanced versions, as well as reference specifica-
tions for notebooks in two versions: one prioritizing
mobility, greater autonomy and weight, and the other
prioritizing performance. However, just ensuring that
information is available on the Internet is not enough.
It is of prime importance that the language and archi-
tecture used in the webpages be accessible to citizens,
regardless of their different levels of knowledge in any
specific topic or any physical limitations. As such,
technical jargon that keeps information from being ef-
fectively used must be kept to an absolute minimum.
These portals must also address the issues of accessibil-
ity, in order to ensure access by persons with physical
disabilities.

In order to contribute towards making electronic
Government services accessible by all, the Ministry of
Planning has created the Electronic Government Ac-
cessibility Model (e-MAG), which contains a series of
technical recommendations for creating and adapting
portals so that they will be accessible by users with
hearing or visual disabilities – this has recently become
mandatory in all of the Federal Government. e-MAG
is currently in its version 2.0 and was consolidated in
2005, after public consultation. Internet accessibility
includes alternative graphic and auditory content that
is clear and understandable. Users must be able to
browse the website regardless of any physical, motor,
perceptual, cultural, or social disability.

Another initiative in this sense was the creation of
the List of Government Affairs (LAG), a list of intuitive
and simplified terms for programs, projects, and other
initiatives included in Federal Government portals. The
objective is to facilitate browsing and to ensure that cit-
izens will be able to find information regardless of their
knowledge of the formal structure of the government.
The LAG lists different nomenclatures that can be at-
tributed to the same project or initiative and favors a
layman vocabulary when dealing with public services.
It also favors an independent definition scheme, con-
nected to 17 areas central to the Federal Government,
which will remain valid even when agencies undergo
structural changes.

It is important to point out that these standards
were consolidated after extensive public consultation
through the Internet, by means of the Brazilian Elec-
tronic Government portal (www.governoeletronico.gov.
br). Participation by the civil society is necessary for
finding the standards included in the Electronic Gov-
ernment Program, which is also the case for e-MAG
standards, the Electronic Government Interoperation
Standards (e-PING) among many other examples. Lis-
tening to society is an integral part of Electronic Gov-
ernment processes; unfortunately, this is not what hap-
pens in most cases, when the administration defines
its priorities based on what it deemed essential for the
population without even consulting it, especially in the
realm of electronic Government.

The Brazilian Electronic Government Program works
with changing the nature of the relationship between
the government and citizens, companies, and even oth-
er government agencies and institutions in order to im-
prove the quality of services rendered; to promote inter-
action with companies and industries; and to strength-
en civil participation through access to information and
to a more efficient administration. The Ministry of
Planning, Budget, and Management, through its Lo-
gistics and Information Technology Secretariat (SLTI),
is also the Executive Secretariat of the Brazilian Elec-
tronic Government Executive Committee and provides
the technical and administrative support needed for the
Committee’s operation. The e-PING standards defines
a set of minimum premises, policies, and technical
specifications that regulate the use of communication
and information technologies (TIC) in the Federal Gov-
ernment, also establishing the conditions for interaction
with the different levels of government, as well as with
society in general. This architecture allows for systems
with different applications to generate and exchange
information in real time.

In the Brazilian Federal Government, we have tried
to invert this logic and to have citizens play the main
role in the political process, in order to provide more
and better services electronically and to better address
demands. We believe that no country will be able to
become effectively modernized if these very relevant
issues are not considered when public policies are for-
mulated and if its processes are not transparent. In this
sense, electronic procurement is an indispensable tool
for raising efficiency and modernizing public manage-
ment. Not only does it lead to cheaper, faster, and
more competitive procurement, but it also contributes
towards fighting corruption and allows society to mon-
itor how the government is investing public resources.
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Well-informed citizens are more likely to participate
politically and to monitor government action; as such,
new communication and information technologies pose
new challenges to public managers in all areas to be-

come more transparent; they require a new way of gov-
erning. This is the path taken by the Federal Govern-
ment for public procurement in Brazil.


